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RESULTS
Analyses
IE = ANGLEInverted / ANGLEUpright
Statistical analyses were done on log transformed average
angles (raw scores were non-normal).

(1) they must recover the articulated body structure,
either from motion (point-light figures) or from
static connections between dots (stick-figures);
(2) they must interpret it in order to derive the
required attribute (e.g., facing direction).

•

Effect of Orientation was significant for dynamic point-light
and stick-figures but not for static point-light and stickfigures.

Inversion Effect (deg)

Separate t-tests on IEs confirmed ANOVA’s results.
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METHOD
Participants
Twenty two undergraduate and graduate students (6
males) participated for course credit or for monetary
compensation.
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•

IEs for dynamic stimuli were significantly different from
zero (p<0.0001).

•

IEs for static stimuli were not significantly different from
zero (p>0.01).
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Procedure & Design
8 (2x2x2) interleaved QUEST staircases were run representing all
combinations of:
• Direction: left or right
• Stimulus: point-lights or sticks
• Motion: dynamic or static
These 8 conditions were tested in upright and inverted orientations,
which were blocked and counterbalanced

Task
“Is the walker facing left or right?”
Viewing angles varied adaptively between 0 deg
(frontal view) and ±90 deg (profile view)

•
•

Stimuli: Beware of the Local Inversion Effect!
Troje and Westhoff (2006) showed that a Local Motion
IE is observed when there is no articulation of the
body’s structure.
To avoid contamination from the Local IE, we modified
walkers to remove all left-right asymmetries.

Each staircase consisted of 40 trials to find the angular deviation
from frontal view to obtain 75% correct threshold for Left and
Right angles separately
There were 80x2x2x2=640 trials, blocked and counterbalanced
by orientation
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There were significant effects of Orientation, Condition, and
Condition x Orientation interaction, ps < 0.05.
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Inversion Effect (deg)

•

If IE is due to (1), we expect an
inverse relation between amount of
info on articulation and IEs
If IE is due to (2), we expect similar
IEs for dynamic point-light walkers
and for dynamic and static stickfigures

p-value

Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons

Findings

Predictions

Inversion Effect
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We conducted a 4 (Condition) x 2 (Orientation) ANOVA.

We tested four kinds of stimuli: dynamic and static
point-lights and stick-figures on a direction
discrimination task.

•

15

Factors were Condition, which included Stimulus (point-light/
stick-figure) and Motion (static/dynamic), and the blocked
factor Orientation (Upright/Inverted).

Which of the subtasks is impacted by
inversion?

Tukey HSD tests

Stick-figure

This technique was used to create dynamic point-light
walkers and dynamic stick-figures, each of which
consisted of 15 white dots on a black background
(connected with sticks for stick-figures).
Static versions were generated by randomly sampling
individual frames from the dynamic versions.
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Many biological motion related tasks require the
observer’s visual system to solve two different subtasks:
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CONCLUSIONS
Our results suggest that IEs for dynamic stick-figures and
point-lights were in line with the 1st prediction.
Surprisingly, static stick figures did not produce a significant
IE.
• Unlike Reed et al’s studies, our stimuli lacked explicit
body shape.
• The tasks were also different, direction discrimination
here versus a same-different body position task in Reed
et al’s studies.
• Our stimuli do not have explicit heads, which may have
resulted in no IE for static stick-figures (Yovel et al, 2010)
None of the results confirmed the second prediction.
• This indicates that the inversion effect occurs prior to
direction discrimination.
Motion provides more than articulation of the body in
dynamic stick-figures when comparing them to performance
on dynamic point-lights in the inverted orientation.
Based on our results we would expect that IE with realistic
bodies will be stronger when in motion (video) than when
static.
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